Reference Architecture - Building your Hybrid Cloud with vCAC, vCHS and NSX

One-click request for VMs provisioned on-prem or off-prem right from the vCAC portal.

Console access to cloud VMs using the vCAC VMRC without the need to re-authenticate on vCHS.

CloudApp Prod Blueprint
- VM.Network.Name: VM-Net-Prod
- Reservation Policy: OnPrem
  - Template: Win2k8-R2-STD

CloudApp Dev Blueprint
- VM.Network.Name: vCHS-Routed-Net
- Reservation Policy: OffPrem
  - Template: Win2k8-R2-STD

Fabric Group

Organization vDC

OnPrem-Prod Reservation Policy
- Network Profile: OnPrem-Prod
- OnPrem Reservation Policy
- Production Cluster
- Network Path: VM-Net-Prod
- 100GB Memory
- 4TB Storage

OffPrem-Dev Reservation
- Network Profile: vCHS-Routed-Net
- OffPrem Reservation Policy

Network Path: VM-Net-Prod

Templates
- Win2k8-R2-STD
- RHEL-6.4

Catalogs
- Win2k8-R2-STD
- RHEL-6.4

vCloud Connector
- Content Synchronization across clouds.
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